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ABSTRACT
Conceptually, join points are points in the execution of a
program and advice is late-bound to them. We propose the
notion of virtual join points that makes this concept explicit not only at a conceptual, but also at implementation
level. In current implementations of aspect-oriented languages, binding is performed early, at deploy-time, and only
a limited residual dispatch is executed. Current implementations fall in the categories of modifying the application
code, modifying the meta-level of an application, or interacting with the application by means of events—the latter
two already realizing virtual join points to some degree. We
provide an implementation of an aspect-oriented execution
environment that supports truly virtual join points and discuss how this approach also favors optimizations in the execution environment.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Procedure calls and declarations are well-known mechanisms for binding meaning to points in the execution of a
program. In [28], pointcuts are presented as the natural successors of these mechanisms. In fact, they bear a conceptual resemblance to virtual methods in object-oriented (OO)
languages in the sense that both are late-bound to meaning. Whenever a virtual method is called, some predicate
is evaluated. The expressiveness ranges from a predicate on
the dynamic type of the receiver in “traditional” method
dispatch [18] to a predicate on the types of receiver and
arguments in multi-dispatch [15], or, more radically, to an
arbitrary predicate on dynamic values in predicate dispatch
[30]. Similarly, when a join point occurs, pointcuts are, at
least conceptually, evaluated the to determine the meaning
to bind to the join point: the advice of those pointcuts that
match are executed; if no pointcut maches, the join point is
executed unadvised.
This conceptual view is reflected in formalisms for OO
and aspect-oriented (AO) languages [14, 27, 29] and often
called the “direct semantics” of AOP in informal discussions.
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However, it is not reflected in most current AO language
implementations. The way in which such implementations
perform deployment is normally invasive with regard to application code: application bytecodes are manipulated and
advice dispatch logic is woven in at so-called join point shadows [29].
Hence, there is a discrepancy between the implementation of AO programming languages and modern OO programming languages, such as Java [20], Smalltalk [38], and
Self [40]. In these languages, the compiler does not statically undertake any dispatching steps for method calls, it
merely determines the dispatch strategy. In Java, e.g., this
may be dispatch using a virtual method dispatch table [18]
or, for interface methods, searching the method in the complete super type hierarchy [2]. However, all method calls
remain virtual after compilation, i. e., their binding is per
default determined by evaluating run-time predicate functions. It is the virtual machine that dynamically applies
optimizations and decides to treat some of the method calls
as non-virtual ones. In doing so, it also takes care of applying the right guards responsible for “watching” dynamic
class loading which potentially invalidates previously taken
decisions about the virtuality of method calls [5].
This is different with traditional aspect language processors. So far, only program elements that are identified as
join point shadows by the weaver through some sort of static
analysis of the code “get the chance” to ever become join
points at run-time. There are several problems with this
approach.
On the one hand, dynamic aspect deployment becomes
expensive since the manipulation of application bytecodes
and their subsequent reinstallation into the execution environment are time-consuming. Approaches that exhibit very
fast dynamic deployment behaviour by preparing join point
shadows with hooks and wrappers usually suffer from the
performance overhead of this footprint [21].
On the other hand, dynamic class loading is poorly supported. It is, for example, possible to statically optimize a
cflow pointcut to the best possible degree using sophisticated analyses [9]. However, when classes are dynamically
loaded which have not been available during static analysis
the optimizations fail and the aspect may not be executed
correctly anymore.
Many existing dynamic weaving approaches do not provide satisfying solutions to these problems. Most of them
basically employ the same approach as static weavers: join
point shadow retrieval and advice weaving remain the same,
only deployment is delayed. Dispatch is still actually applied

at deployment time by means of inserting dispatching logic
into application code. In the more optimized approaches,
this is frequently performed by dynamic code modification,
e. g., in AspectWerkz [8], which may, as in Steamloom [22],
even be supported by the virtual machine itself. Such approaches frequently exhibit long weaving times [12, 21] and,
hence, slow deployment.
The question to answer is whether there is a counterpart, applicable to AO language implementations, to the
techniques used by other language implementations to optimize away dispatch predicates. In our recent work [10, 11]
(cf. Sec. 3) we map virtual join points to virtual methods.
Preliminary results show that OO optimization techniques
are beneficial in providing truly virtual join points and can
be reused to a considerable degree. We analyzed which kinds
of late binding are possible or will be possible in the future.
In the related work, we discuss current approaches which already support virtual join points, but which do not facilitate
optimizing the dispatch.
This paper is structured as follows. The idea of virtual
join points is presented in the next section, along with considerations as to which parts of execution environments need
to be taken into account when devising an optimized implementation of the idea. We present a first prototype implementation of virtual join points in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, reflective and event-based systems are discussed with regard to
how they facilitate dispatch at join points. AOP implementations that exploit such mechanisms are also briefly presented. The benefits of virtual join points in general, and of
the presented implementation in particular are summarized
in Sec. 5, along with a brief discussion of future work.

2.

VIRTUAL JOIN POINTS

In an ideal aspect-oriented programming language, advice
should be late-bound to join points at run-time. In the following, we will use the term join point to denote not only
points in execution-time but also the according implementation, i.e., the action carried out at this point. When an
advice is bound to a join point, its implementation consists
of the advice execution as well as the original action.
To facilitate late binding of join points, some kind of
dispatch-mechanism is required; this is similar to virtual
methods in object-oriented programming languages. To motivate this claim and further explain it, we shortly describe
virtual method dispatch.
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Figure 1: Sketch of code that uses (a) no procedures
at all, (b) procedures that are early-bound, (c) virtual methods that are late-bound.
Part (a) in Figure 1 shows how a program looks like that
uses no procedures at all: the code of different concerns ap-

pears sequentially, possibly several times, in the program.
When we introduce procedures into the program, each concern is refactored into one procedure and the original code
is replaced by a call to the procedure, as seen in part (b).
However, the procedure is still statically bound to the call
site and there is no variability of which procedure is called
at run-time. Finally, in part (c), we show what the program
looks like when virtual methods are used instead of procedures. At each call site, there is a set of potential target
methods—which one is executed at run-time is only decided
just before the method is called. The process of making this
decision is called dispatching.
In the first programming style, certainly, every program
can be written. But the style has the disadvantage that
code is duplicated and consequently not well-modularized.
Further, to allow flexibility of which code is executed at runtime, dispatching must also be coded by the programmer.
The second programming style improves modularity by
refactoring duplicated code into single procedures, while dispatching is still coded in the application. Finally, with virtual methods, the flexibility of late binding the concrete
method to be executed is provided implicitly by the execution environment.
We see a tight resemblance between the concepts of procedures and virtual methods, and the concept of join points.
In fact, we claim we can seamlessly replace procedure and
method in Figure 1 with join point, in the sense of “action” to be executed. If a program is not written in an
aspect-oriented programming language, it looks like (a)—
crosscutting concerns are tangled with the application and
scattered over it. Aspect-oriented programming languages
allow to localize these concerns, but current implementations of these languages for the most part bind advice to
join points early. The bytecode to which these implementations compile aspect-oriented programs resembles part (b)
from the figure. Although the conditional logic is generated by the AO language implementation, it is part of the
application code. Having a dispatch for join points also in
the compiled code as in part (c) should be the goal of AO
language implementations.
A logical consequence is to realize join points as virtual
join points. The main difference to methods is that application programmers do not have to explicitly insert a call to
the join point, as they have to for virtual methods. Instead,
the execution environment implicitly turns join points into
virtual join point “calls” and inserts the original implementation into the set of potential targets. If no advice applies
to the join point, there is only one potential target. This is
comparable to a virtual method that is not overwritten.
The virtual join point “call” is dispatched at run-time
and one target is selected according to the current run-time
state of the application. The run-time state, e. g., depends
on which aspects are deployed in which contexts (e. g., an
aspect may be deployed only for one thread). Consequently,
the concrete implementation of a join point, advised or not,
is late-bound.
Languages using static weaving, like AspectJ, already provide means to state run-time conditions that must be satisfied in order for an advice to be executed. One example is
the cflow pointcut designator. This is realized by inserting
what is called residual dispatch [27] before the advice. Residual dispatch only executes that part of the dispatch which is
not resolved statically. Also, it is only inserted at code loca-

tions that have been determined by a weave-time analysis.
This kind of realizing dynamic pointcuts only works if all assumptions made at weave-time are still true at run-time. If
an assumption is broken, e. g., by unforeseen dynamic class
loading, the aspect is not executed correctly.
Now that we have motivated the need of dynamically dispatching join points, we still have to describe how powerful
dispatch has to be. In object-oriented programming languages like Java or Smalltalk, a method call is dispatched
only after the receiver object’s type [20, 38]. This can be be
realized by using a dispatch table.
Another kind of dispatch is multi-dispatch [15] where the
receiver’s type and all the arguments’ types are taken into
account. To realize this, an extended table is needed which
has not only a mapping from one type to a method but from
multiple types. Finally, there is the most general notion
of predicate dispatch [30]. In this dispatching scheme, an
arbitrary predicate is attached to a method: if it evaluates
to true, the method is executed.
Predicate dispatch surely is the most powerful variant,
but evaluating arbitrary predicates is costly and hard to
optimize. Dispatching after one run-time object is very efficient (because virtual method tables can be used) but does
not offer sufficient power. To prove this and to show how
powerful the dispatch function must be, we give some examples from existing programming languages where advice
execution depends on run-time conditions.
AspectJ [6] provides the dynamic pointcut designators
cflow, target, this and args, which specify the current
control flow, respectively the dynamic type of the receiver,
active or argument objects. Consequently, the dispatch has
to take these into account. Other than the receiver, active
and argument objects, the control flow is no first-class object
in Java. AspectJ’s implementation for the cflow pointcut
designator is to trace the entering in / exiting from the control flow and store the result in a global variable that is
accessed in the residual dispatch.
Other AOP languages like CaesarJ [3], Steamloom [22],
JAsCo [42, 41], Association Aspects [37], PROSE [35] or
EOS [36] also allow for deploying an aspect, e. g., only in
certain threads or for certain objects. As a result, the current thread can be a dimension of dispatch, as well as the
active or receiver objects themselves—not only their types.
We also see the state of which aspects are currently deployed as a dimension of dispatch. Many current AOP languages allow to deploy and undeploy aspects at run-time.
Consequently, if an aspect declares advice for a join point,
the join point must be dispatched differently, whether the
aspect is deployed or not.
The presented dispatch dimensions are sufficient to realize
current AOP languages. Other dimensions are perceivable,
though, that hint at the capabilities of upcoming and future AOP languages. If, for example, a pointcut language
takes into account the history of execution [41, 1] or the
interconnections of objects on the heap [32], dispatch dimensions come into scope that are laborious to implement
with currently existing approaches. The generalized concept
of virtual join point dispatch delivers a more powerful basis
on which such languages can be implemented.

3.

ENVELOPE-BASED WEAVING

We have developed a new technique for dynamically deploying aspects, called envelope-based weaving, by adapting

techniques used for virtual methods. In this section, we discuss this technique as a first step towards truly virtual join
points as described in Sec. 2.
Envelope-based weaving [10, 11, 12] was realized for the
Java language with the additional support for dynamically
deploying AspectJ-like pointcut-and-advice. The implementation is based on IBM’s Jikes Research Virtual Machine
(Jikes RVM) [26]. In this section, we will first present some
standard techniques of OO virtual machines which we extended to support envelope-based weaving. Afterwards, we
outline our implementation of envelope-based weaving as an
optimizing support for special cases of virtual join points.
We conclude this section by discussing the analogy between
envelopes and virtual join points. Sec. 5 contains an evaluation of this approach.
Jikes is completely based on just-in-time compilation. That
is, when a method is to be executed, Jikes first generates
machine code for it and the method is natively executed.
Jikes may decide to apply optimizations when compiling a
method, the most important of which is inlining. Inlining
can only be applied when the JIT compiler exactly knows
which implementation of a method will allways be executed
at a call site.
It is also possible to inline a method, even if at JIT compiletime it is only assumed that there will be only one possible
target method for the rest of the execution, and this assumption may turn wrong. In Java, this happens when a new class
is loaded overwriting the previously assumed unique target
method. When a method is inlined based on an assumption
that may get invalidated, the inline location is guarded [17],
which facilitates undoing the inlining optimization.
A Java program that is executed by our modified JVM
is transformed into envelope style, which means that each
join point (i. e., method call and field read or write in our
approach) is replaced by a call to an envelope—an envelope
is realized as a standard method in our current implementation. One envelope is generated for each defined method
and two for each defined field: one for read and one for write
access. The envelope consists of the action that the envelope call replaces, i. e., a call to the enveloped method or
reading/writing the enveloped field.
When an aspect is deployed, we can determine which envelopes are affected and weave the aspect’s advice into these
envelopes. Conceptually, we create new envelopes and make
sure that the dispatch selects the new envelopes as long as
the aspect is deployed. In the implementation this is realized by replacing the affected envelopes’ bytecodes with
the advised ones and storing the unadvised bytecodes as a
backup.
For an advised version of an envelope to become effective,
we re-JIT-compile the envelope and install the new machine
code in the dispatch table. If the old version of the envlope
is inlined somewhere, we can determine the affected inline
locations and undo the inlining, so that the advised envelope
will be subsequently executed. To facilitate this, envelopes
are always guarded when they are inlined. We undo inlining in a way that allows the virtual machine to re-apply the
inlining optimization by inling the new version of the envelope. This way, deploying an aspect does not degrade the
optimization state of the application’s machine code.
Currently, envelopes are not real virtual join points yet,
but they provide a first step in this direction. A subset of
the described dimensions of dispatch is realized in an opti-

mized way. Supported dimensions are the receiver type and
aspect-deployment state. The receiver type dimension is
supported by the way we generate envelopes: they basically
replace the original methods. Consequently, the envelope of
a polymorphic method is also polymorphic. The dimension
of aspect-deployment state is realized by modifying the dispatch of envelopes when an aspect is deployed as discussed
above.

4.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly present and discuss AOP implementations that have at least limited support for virtual join
points. Approaches that exhibit such support are met in two
families of AOP implementations, namely systems based on
reflection and meta-model manipulation, and event-based
systems.

4.1

Reflective Approaches

A reflective system has the ability to represent application
structures as first-class entities and make them available for
manipulation. Depending on the possible degree of reflective
access to the meta-level in a particular system, extended dispatching behaviour can be achieved by selectively updating
data structures that serve as input for dispatch mechanisms,
or the dispatching mechanisms themselves.
Hence, reflective systems allow for virtual join point dispatch, since virtually all kinds of information can be taken
into account for dispatching. The ability of a reflective system to reify entities facilitates powerful dispatch mechanism
implementations. It depends on the degree of reflective access what granularity of a join point model an AOP implementation based on reflection can achieve.

AspectS. AspectS [23, 7] is an AOP language implemented
in the Squeak Smalltalk environment [25, 39]. AspectS is in
fact a framework implemented on top of Smalltalk reflection
to support AOP. It does not define any new language constructs. AOP support is implemented using only Smalltalk’s
reflective capabilities.
AspectS’ join point model is very simple: only message receptions are supported as join points. This does not restrict
expressiveness, since message passing is the core mechanism
in Smalltalk anyway: method invocations as well as member
variable accesses are implemented using messages.
All weaving in AspectS takes place at the meta-level.
When a message implementation is decorated with advice
functionality, its entry in the corresponding class’ method
dictionary is modified to reference a method wrapper. The
wrapper invokes advice functionality and yields control to
the original implementation, or to subsequent wrappers, if
multiple advice apply.
The application of dispatch modifications to meta-level
structures as met in AspectS augments the dispatching logic
in the form of Smalltalk’s original lookup mechanism for
late-bound methods. The lookup mechanism itself is altered, along with the data that it operates on. When several
wrappers are attached to a join point, the so-called wrapper chain must be iterated over, checking for each particular
wrapper’s applicability using conditional logic contained in
the wrappers. Aggressive optimizations as usually found in
sophisticated OO language implementations are not applicable due to the implementation of the iteration over the
wrapper chain as a method with full computational power.

4.2

Event-Based Approaches

In an event-based system, the environment provides means
to signal the occurrence of certain situations as events to
which a running application may react. Like with reflective
systems, this takes place without the need for modifying
the application itself. In this case, the application’s metamodel is also left untouched: all augmentation of behaviour
is solely achieved through the registration of events and the
definition of reactions thereto.
Depending on the flexibility of the event model, various
degrees of granularity can be achieved in signalling situations. Event-based systems reach far beyond the point
of providing means to register actions to take place when
certain instructions are executed. Event-condition-action
(ECA) rules [16] as met, e. g., in active database systems
are able to react to complex situations depending on various sources of events.
It has been observed that ECA rules and aspect-oriented
programming bear some resemblance [19, 13]: a join point
is signalled by an event, to which a condition is applied as
a dispatch predicate. If the predicate matches, an action is
executed as an advice. An implementation of an event-based
system can thus serve as the basis for an AOP language
implementation.

PROSE. The architectural characteristics of PROSE [31,
33, 34, 35] exhibit a strong resemblance to event-based systems. PROSE has a two-layered architecture. The AOP
engine layer takes care of aspect management, advice execution and other high-level tasks that are independent of a
specific implementation technique of low-level mechanisms.
The latter are provided by the execution monitor layer, which
is responsible for join point signalling. It notifies the AOP
engine of join point occurrences, to which the AOP engine
then can react by, e. g., executing advice functionality. The
AOP layer also explicitly asks the execution monitor layer
to (un)register specific join points as needed by the aspects
managed by it.
While the AOP layer is quasi-standardized, there exist, in
the present version 1.3.0 of PROSE, several different implementations of the execution monitor that directly reflect on
the basic mechanisms used [31, 21]. Of these implementations, the one called debugger-based weaving, is most interesting with regard to the discussion of PROSE as an eventbased system. In this implementation, the JVM’s standard
debugger API can be employed to reify join points as debugger breakpoints. Hence, a core service of the virtual machine
is used to signal join points.
The debugger-based weaving approach comes close to an
“ideal” solution for AOP. Exploiting the virtual machine’s
debugger infrastructure is certainly not satisfactory, but this
variant of the PROSE execution monitor shows that a noninvasive event-based system can operate as the basis of an
AOP run-time environment.
While the execution monitor takes over the responsibility
of signalling events, the AOP engine layer in PROSE implements the actual dispatching logic applied at join points.
Since the AOP engine is implemented in Java, it has full
computational power: arbitrary information and mechanisms
can be exploited to dispatch advice, which is a strong advantage. The downside is that it hinders optimization because
the dispatch mechanisms are implemented with full computational power and must be executed in the given way for

all join points, which leads to poor performance [21].

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We claim that join points should be considered virtual not
only because dispatching them is more implicit and natural;
it is also for reasons of performance. Realizing dynamic
dispatch is much more efficient than re-weaving the whole
program code of an application. We believe that this is
important in order to facilitate the regular use of dynamic
aspect deployment.
In our implementation of the envelope-aware Jikes RVM
we exploited and adapted the optimizations of virtual methods to provide a first implementation of virtual join points.
We could also prove that supporting this concept with VMlevel optimizations speeds up deployment and actually lifts
it to a level where regular use is feasible. We measured
how long dynamic deployment takes, using the SPECjvm98
benchmark suite. In each benchmark, we dynamically deployed an aspect which advises calls to all public methods,
i. e., the envelopes of all public methods are affected. With
envelope-based weaving, this takes at most one millisecond.
We measured the same for other AO execution environments
that support dynamic deployment. The same deployment
took between 1,442 and 9,864 milliseconds for AspectWerkz,
between 143 and 1,344 milliseconds for PROSE and between
17 and 4,363 milliseconds for Steamloom, depending on the
executed benchmark. From these results it is visible that the
dispatch approach, which is partly also followed by PROSE,
is promising.
Previous measurements [12] have shown that the eventbased approach as followed by PROSE does not offer the
execution environment the possibility to optimize the execution of aspect-oriented programs. In PROSE, the dispatch
is realized as Java methods which is on the one hand powerful, but hard to optimize on the other hand. As seen in [12],
PROSE is slowed down by several orders of magnitude when
dispatch must be executed. There is nearly no slowdown for
systems like AspectJ, AspectWerkz or Steamloom, so hardwiring dispatch seems to offer the execution environment
the opportunity for optimiziations, however, at the cost of
reduced flexibility.
With envelope-based weaving, we have shown that it is
possible to combine the best of both worlds. We realize
dispatch at VM level which allows the VM to optimize it.
Virtual join points supported at VM level provides a great
flexibility as well as performance.
We will continue with the implementation of envelopebased weaving and follow our concept of virtual join points
more consequently in the future. We are also working on
supporting more dimensions of dispatch. Representing the
run-time conditions based on which dispatch is performed
as first-class objects is beneficial for an efficient implementation, as dispatch tables can be used in this case. This is why
one of our areas of research is to find or provide first-class
objects for this purpose.
For control flows, e. g., a first-class representation of method
activations, i. e., call stack frames, can be used. Such an activation can contain a dispatch table which is used to look
up the appropriate implementation of envelopes.
Another area of research is providing optimizations for
more powerful dispatch mechanisms. There are other kinds
of guards [4] than those we are already making use of in
the implementation of envelope-based weaving. Most no-

tably, we will investigate how thin guards [5] can be used to
optimize virtual join point dispatch. We will also investigate which new kinds of guards can be realized and how the
technique of polymorphic inlining [24] can be exploited.
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